INTERIOR DESIGNER

EMAIL

heathe1@hotmail.co.uk
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heather_calvert_design

LINKEDIN

Heather Calvert

EDUCATION
University of Huddersfield
September 2016 – June 2020
Interior Design
Nelson and Colne College
September 2012-June 2015
Level 3 BTEC Extended Diploma in Art &
Design – Triple Distinction*
Foundation Diploma in Art and Design
– Distinction
Park High School, Colne
September 2007-June 2012
8 GCSEs including:
Four Cs including Maths and English
Three Bs including Science
One Distinction* in IT
SKILLS
I am able to confidently work to any
brief and consider carefully each
stage of the design process. My skills
include creating visuals using a mixture
of Sketchup and Photoshop, as well
as this I am able to produce high
quality detail drawings with a strong
understanding of the process. I am able
to share ideas and work well as a group
or individually. I work very well under
pressure and always work very hard to
meet deadlines.
CAD SKILLS

INTRODUCTION
As a recent graduate and skilled interior designer I am ready to
apply my creative skills to live projects and develop them even
further. A placement year of industry experience allowed me to
enter my fourth year of university with a refreshed understanding of
the design process. This helped me take a methodical approach
to my final project which allowed me to add extra detail and
manage my time well. As well as this I am a highly motivated
individual with great attention to detail and incentive to try new
things. Design to me is about exploring new ways to innovate and
about challenging ourselves, which is something I apply to my
own practice. Ultimately I am excited to move forward with my
passion for design.
EXPERIENCE
Macaulay Sinclair, Nottingham
Placement Student
July 2018 – July 2019
Getting an Interior Design placement at Macaulay Sinclair was a
great achievement for me. From the start I was valued as part of
the team despite being a student. My role included involvement
throughout the whole design process and completing detailed
drawing packs to a high standard as well as creating concept
and material boards to present to the client. I was able to attend
meetings on site and in the office which allowed me to see all
aspects of interior design and allow my confidence to grow.
Bedeck at Boundary Outlet, Colne
Sales Assistant
2016 – Present
Working here has allowed me to gain many of the skills I have
today. My role at this job is to guide customers through the
Bedeck products and give helpful advice, which requires a high
amount of knowledge of each product we have to offer. As well
as communicating with customers I am required to fill up the
shop floor after picking stock from the warehouse where I also
occasionally complete deliveries.
Boundary Outlet, Colne
Till Operator
2014 - 2015
Matalan, Colne
Store Assistant
November 2013- January 2014
REFERENCES
References available on request.
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The title for this project is
‘Growing into the Future’.
The aim of this project is
to design a space that will
promote
hydroponics
as
the future of farming. The
space is both a hydroponics
allotment and a plant-based
eatery serving freshly picked
salad dishes and other fresh
garnishes on the salad bar.
The space also offers a selection
of meat-free seasonal burgers
made from ingredients picked
daily from within the space.
Another aim of the space
is to educate customers
about hydroponics and the
positive impact that using
this method of farming can
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GROWING INTO THE FUTURE
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FF PLAN

have on the environment.
This project has opened my
eyes to many things, including
the negative impact on the
environment
that
comes
from
exporting
produce
no only across the country
but across the world, this
project is designed as a way
to help tackle this problem.
From start to finish this project
has been incredibly exciting
for me as a designer because
it has helped me to consider
how designing for the future
can look. I am incredibly
proud of how this project has
turned out and it makes me
more excited to continue
my exploring my passion
for design in the future.

DESIGN SECTION A-A
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GROUND FLOOR.

FIRST FLOOR.

01 - ENTRANCE LOBBY
02 - SCAN IN TO GROUND FLOOR
03 - SALAD BAR/HYDRO-PODS
04 - HYDRO-WALL
05 - LOOSE SEATING
06 - SHARING TABLES
07 - WINDOW SEATING

01 - WASHROOMS
02 - SCAN I N TO FIRST FLOOR
03 - SALAD BAR/HYDRO-PODS
04 - DEMO ROOM
05 - BURGER BAR
06 - HYDRO-WALL
07 - BOOTH SEATING

DESIGN SECTION A-A
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MATERIALS PALETTE
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GROUND FLOOR 01 - ENTRANCE LOBBY
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GROUND FLOOR 02 - SALAD BAR & HYDRO WALL
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GROUND FLOOR 03 - SHARED SEATING

SHARING/HYDRO TABLE

GROUND FLOOR 04 - SHARED SEATING & HYDRO WALL

WINDOW TABLE AND PLANTER DETAIL
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BESPOKE BENCH DETAIL
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FIRST FLOOR 01
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FIRST FLOOR 02 - BURGER BAR & DEMO ROOM

DEMO TABLE

FIRST FLOOR 03 - BOOTH SEATING & HYDRO WALL

DEMO TABLE - DETAIL
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FIRST FLOOR 04 - BOOTH SEATING
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BOOTH SEATING DETAIL
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Y PL ACE

VIEW 01 - HOST AND SEATING

FIRST FLOOR 04 - BOOTH SEATING
THE ALCHEMIST BRINDLEY PLACE, BIRMINGHAM
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THE ALCHEMIST
I started working on The
Alchemist projects when I
started a yearlong placement
at Macaulay Sinclair. From
the start I was involved with
The Alchemist projects and
worked on detailed drawings,
Sketch Up modelling, creating
visuals
and
completing
presentations for clients.
When I started at Macaulay
Sinclair it was an exciting
time for the Alchemist team
because
new
materials,
colour-ways, furniture and
lighting were being explored
which was great to be a part
of as I was able to share my
creative opinion.
I was able to be involved
in many Alchemist projects
while on placement three of

these include locations such
as Brindley Place, Birmingham,
Embassy Gardens and Canary
Wharf, London. I was involved
in each of these projects from
start to finish and was able to
see each stage develop into
the finished design.
Gaining industry experience
allowed me to understand
each stage of the process in
much more detail and it was
interesting to see how much
detail went in to each project.
It was a great experience
and I learnt skills that I will
remember for years to come,
skills in which help me to be a
better designer.
VIEW 02 - BAR
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TH E ALCH EMIST, BRI N DLEY PL ACE

THE ALCHEMIST BRINDLEY PLACE, BIRMINGHAM

VIEW 03 - RESTAURANT
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THE ALCHEMIST EMBASSY GARDENS, LONDON

VIEW 01 - RESTAURANT SEATING
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VIEW 02 - EXTERNAL SEATING
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TH E ALCH E M IST, EM BA SSY GARDE NS

VIEW 03 - BAR AND RESTAURANT

VIEW 04 - RESTAURANT SEATING 02
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THE ALCHEMIST CANARY WHARF, LONDON

VIEW 01 - SHOP FRONT
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FIRST FLOOR RESTAUR ANT
FIRST FLOOR LOOK AND FEEL
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TH E ALCH EM IST
CANARY WHARF
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FIRST FLOOR 01 - WINDOW SEATING AND KITCHEN PASS
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FIRST FLOOR 02 - RESTAURANT SEATING
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GROUND FLOOR 01 - WAITING AREA

SHOP FRONT

C&J ANTICH
The C&J Antich project
comes from my second year
of university. The brief of
this project was set by C&J
Antich themselves which is a
bespoke tailoring company
based within Huddersfield,
currently the C&J Antich
shop is located within the
factory where they weave
all their fabrics and is out of
the way for those who are
knew to the brand. So they
set the brief to design a
shop located within Yorkshire
which allows customers to
learn about the brand and its
heritage as well as space for
one to one consultations to
take place. The space offers
a personalised experience
to each customer.

On the ground floor is the
customer waiting area as
well as the point of sale
and an exhibition space
that showcases items and
information on the brand
and it heritage, customers
are encouraged to take a
look at this area while they
wait.
On the second floor are the
consultation booths where
customers can have a one
on one consultation with
an experienced tailor to
discuss their bespoke suit, the
booths offer slight privacy
for this whilst staying open
to the fabrics and finishing’s
displayed on the opposite
wall.

FIRST FLOOR 01 - CONSULTATION & BROWSING
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FIRST FLOOR 02 - CONSULTATION BOOTHS
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FLOOR PLAN

FLAURA ENTRANCE VIEW

FLAURA
Flaura is from my first year
studying interior design. The
brief was simply to design
a florists, but this florists is
different. The project was set
to challenge our creative
ability and there was a lot of
focus on the concept of the
space as well as the design.
Flaura is a florists and
perfumery that offers unique
floral arrangements as well
as a fragrance to match.
The florists offers pre-made
bouquets and fragrances as
well as giving customers the
chance to personalise their
own.
Every personalised bouquet
is hand made by one of the
florists and once the flowers
are chosen a fragrance is then

created in the lab to match.
The space has only one floor,
at the entrance of the space
is a display area for pre-made
bouquets and fragrances.
Opposite this is a concrete
display area where all the
flowers are held ready to be
chosen by customers, as well
as this there is a choice of
perfume bottles. Opposite to
the floral display is the perfume
lab which is full transparent
so customers can see the
creation of their unique
perfume.

DESIGN SECTION A-A

Materials within the space are
all muted natural materials
which let the colours of the
flowers take over.
DESIGN SECTION B-B
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